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Here is a new Chatterbooks activity pack from The Reading Agency with ideas for Chatterbooks 
reading group activities and discussion inspired by this year’s Summer Reading Challenge, Animal 
Agents. 

 
Chatterbooks [ www.readinggroups.org/chatterbooks] is a reading group programme for children 
aged 4 to 12 years. It is coordinated by The Reading Agency and its patron is author Dame 
Jacqueline Wilson. Chatterbooks groups run in libraries and schools, supporting and inspiring 
children’s literacy development by encouraging them to have a really good time reading and talking 
about books. 

 
The Summer Reading Challenge encourages children aged 4 to 11 to read six books during the long 
summer holiday. There is a different theme each year. Children can read whatever they like just as 
long as it is borrowed from the library. Children receive special rewards each time they finish a 
book and there’s a certificate for everyone who completes the challenge. 

 

The theme for the 2017 Summer Reading Challenge is Animal Agents, illustrated by the UK’s best-
selling children’s illustrator Tony Ross.  

 

The Reading Agency is an independent charity working to inspire more people to read more 
through programmes for adults, young people and children – including the Summer Reading 
Challenge, and Chatterbooks. See www.readingagency.org.uk   
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CHATTERBOOKS CHILDREN’S READING GROUPS 

A Chatterbooks group is a great way to enthuse 
children about books and to encourage them to read 
widely for pleasure. 15 000 children belong to 
Chatterbooks groups which can be run by library staff, 
teachers, teaching assistants or volunteers- anyone 
with a passion for reading. At each session, children talk 
about what they are reading, take part in fun activities 
inspired by the best children’s books and choose new 
books to take home and read. It’s FREE to join our 
network where you will find plenty of free 
downloadable resources to start your own 
Chatterbooks group. www.chatterbooks.org.uk 

 

WEBSITE   www.summerreadingchallenge.org.uk 

There are great book-related activities, games and content on our safe, child-friendly and 
moderated website, all relating to the Summer Reading Challenge. There are competitions and 
message boards as well as the Book Sorter and author videos. Children create a profile, review 
books and collect virtual badges. Head here to join our reading community! 

 

BOOK SORTER 

Choosing, recommending and reviewing books are great skills to develop as part of reading widely 
and for pleasure. The Book Sorter is the largest database of children’s peer-to-peer 
recommendations. It’s safe, easy and fun to use. 
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Things to talk about 

 Talk about the elements that make a mystery story. Mysteries have a detective, a puzzle to 
solve, clues and of course a solution.  Talk about these elements and what would happen if 
you took one of them away. Would it still be a mystery? 

 Can you think of some famous detectives in books you may have read, on the TV or in films? 
There’s Sherlock Holmes of course but what about The Scooby Doo Gang or Nancy Drew? 
Which are your favourites? How do the Animal Agents shape up compared to these other 
characters?  

 If you were writing a mystery story what would your detective be like? What crime or puzzle 
would they have to solve? What clues would they find? 
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The Books  

 

Mike Nicholson  Museum Mystery Squad and the Case of the 
Moving Mammoth  Kelpies  978-1782503613    

There's nothing deader than a mammoth -- not just dead but completely 
extinct. So how can it be moving at night? In the Case of the Moving 
Mammoth, the Squad investigate the museum's new star exhibit, on loan from 
Tyrone O'Saurus, ringmaster of the travelling Dinosaur Circus. There must be a 
reasonable explanation for a shifting stuffed prehistoric animal. Can they sift 
through the clues and unravel the puzzle before the museum faces a 
mammoth-sized problem? 

Can you think of any other animals that are extinct? 

Mike Nicholson is a freelance writer based in Edinburgh, a place he loves for its nooks and crannies, its parks 
and coastline, its grand old buildings and its bikepaths. He even ‘writes’ on his bike! His favourite stories as 
he was growing up involved Tintin, Dr.Who and Scooby Doo, so he’s a big fan of blistering barnacles, secret 
passageways, memorable baddies, meddling kids and lots of colourful and funny characters thrown in along 
the way. 

 

Margaret Ryan & Vicky Barker  The Catsup High Detective 
Agency  Catnip   978-1846471896 

Malarkey dipped his claws in some ink and wrote out a poster. He put it in his 
office window. VACANCY FOR ASSISTANT CAT DETECTIVE MUST BE HARD 
WORKING AND NOT EAT MUCH SPECIAL POWERS AN ADVANTAGE. And he sat 
back and waited, but not for long. Malarkey is worried. 'I'm worried,' he says to 
no one in particularly, because as owner and sole employee of the Catsup High 
Detective Agency, he is the only cat in the office. Cats have been going missing 
in Catsup and Malarkey needs to know why - so he decides to hire an assistant. 
The last thing he's expecting to walk through the door is a kitten (the advert 
clearly says 'cat'), but Sparkie is no ordinary kitten - he has special powers. Now 
a detective duo, Malarkey and Sparkie set out to solve the mystery. Will they 
catch the catnapper before all the cats in Catsup disappear? Or are our heroes 

about to become catfood? 

Design your own poster for an advert for a cat detective! 

Margaret Ryan is a former teacher who has written over eighty books for children between the ages of five 
and eleven. She loves to enthuse children about books and won a Scottish Arts Council Award for her book, 
The Queen's Birthday Hat. She always includes the children in her audience by dressing them up as the 
characters in her story. She believes that author visits should be fun. She has had children's stories on T.V. 
and radio, and has also been commissioned to write books for schools, children's poetry, and a series of 
books for reluctant readers. Her books are translated into many different languages. 

Vicky Barker is a freelance designer and illustrator working predominantly in children’s publishing. She 
works in a range of media depending on the particular project. She’s worked on over 100 titles across a 
broad range of books from baby and novelty, activity and sticker books, all the way up to older fiction and 
non-fiction titles. 
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Tracey Corderoy & Steven Lenton, Shifty McGifty and 
Slippery Sam: Up, Up and Away!  Nosy Crow  978-
0857638489 

Three more stories of bravery and derring-do from our favourite baker boys! 
The much-loved picture book pair of pooches continue their adventures in a 
two-colour fiction format, ideal for children growing in confidence as readers 
and beginning to read alone. In the title story, Shifty and Sam lead the way in a 
wacky race that has been sabotaged by the one and only Red Rocket! But they 
soon thwart his dastardly ways and the rightful winner takes home the prize. 
When a mysterious parcel is delivered to the cafe, both Shifty and Sam claim 
ownership. A rift grows between the boys until a small knight rides to the 
rescue. Rich old Mrs Snootington is staying at the posh hotel in town, just as a 
spate of burglaries takes place. Can Shifty and Sam go undercover to catch the 

thief? 

What disguise would you use if you were going undercover?  

Tracey Corderoy is an award winning children’s writer. She was born and grew up in industrial South Wales 
where factory chimneys outnumbered the sheep on the hills. When she was eighteen she moved to Bath 
where she trained to be a primary school teacher, graduating in 1987. 

When her first daughter was born, Tracey decided to leave teaching to be a stay at home mum. When she 
returned to work she supported primary schools, implementing literacy programmes and re-integrating 
children back to school following periods of long term illness. It was during this time that she became 
passionate about writing for children – convinced that language, expressed through wonderful literature, is 
the key that stimulates learning and imagination. 

Steven Lenton hails from Cheshire where he spent many a school holiday working in the family pom-pom 
Factory, packing poms and designing new products. Since this somewhat fluffy start to his career, he has 
gained a BA and MA in Animation and has become a successful animator and art director within the realms 
of children’s television. Steven also designs greetings cards and prints. His main ambition has always been to 
be a children’s book-maker and he is very proud to be realising this dream with Nosy Crow. Steven lives with 
his partner Jay and his dog in Crouch End where he dunks endless amounts of hob-nobs (other biscuits are 
available) in big red spotty cups of tea whilst listening to Radio 2. 

 

Sean Taylor and Hannah Shaw  The World-Famous Cheese 
Shop Break-in   Frances Lincoln  978-1847807601 

Daddypops says it will be as easy as 123 to get into the Cheese Shop... First he 
tells his children to just walk through the door and get the cheese… But THAT 
doesn’t work. Then he makes a catapult and fires them into the shop…. THAT 
doesn’t work either. Finally Daddypops has his most brilliant idea ever. He gets 
a pickaxe, a shovel and a bucket and tells the children what to do. They will dig 
a tunnel to the Cheese Shop, and break through to the shop floor at dead of 
night. What could go wrong??  

In this laugh-out-loud story, the rats get the surprise of their lives when they 
pop out of their tunnel. They are not in the Cheese Shop at all – they’re surrounded by Fancy Pants and 
Underwear. And that’s when Daddypops has another good idea… ! 

Can you think of any other ways the rats could break into the cheese shop? 
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Sean Taylor is a British children’s author, storyteller and teacher. Sean has taught in three continents and 
draws from his experience in creative writing and poetry to enchant and educate young audiences. 

Sean Taylor grew up in a small town in Surrey, England. “I lived in a big, quiet house with tall trees around it 
which, I suppose, gave me some space to think.” He lives with his wife and two sons. They spend some time 
in England and some in Sao Paulo, Brazil. 

Hannah Shaw loves to draw. When she was young, she rather liked the idea of being an artist and writer but 
also thought she might run a safari park or train to be an Olympic gymnast! Hannah studied Illustration at 
the University of Brighton and graduated in 2004. Fuelled by many cups of tea and an over-active 
imagination she has managed to create a number of critically acclaimed,  
award-winning children’s books. Hannah currently lives in Gloucestershire with her young family and very 
silly dog! 

  

Jennifer Killick   Alex Sparrow and the Really Big Stink   
Firefly   978-1910080566 

Alex Sparrow is a super-agent in training. He is also a human lie-detector. 
Working with Jess - who can communicate with animals - they must find out 
why their friends, and enemies, are all changing into polite and well behaved 
pupils. And exactly who is behind it all. This is a humorous tale full of smells, 
jokes and superhero references. Oh, and a rather clever goldfish called Bob. In 
a world where kids' flaws and peculiarities are being erased out of existence, 
Alex and Jess must rely on what makes them different to save the day.  

Jennifer Killick has always wanted to be a writer, but really started when she 
applied for a Creative Writing MA at Brunel University, which is where she first 
got the idea for The Really Big Stink. She lives in Uxbridge, in a house full of 
children, animals and Lego. When she isn’t busy mothering or step-mothering 
she loves to read, write and run, as fast as she can. Jennifer’s favourite things 

are books, trees and fluffy slippers, and her favourite place in the world is her home, where she can sit in her 
pyjamas with tea and cake, coming up with story ideas. 

 

 

Janine Beacham  Black Cats and Butlers: Book 1 (Rose  

When Rose Raventhorpe's beloved butler is found (gasp!) murdered in the 
hallway of her own house, she's determined to uncover the culprit. Especially 
since he's the third butler to die in a week! 

Rose's investigation leads her on a journey into a hidden world of grave robbers 
and duelling butlers, flamboyant magicians and the city's ancient feline 
guardians. 

Knives aren't just for cutting cucumber sandwiches, you know . . . 

Janine Beacham is a former journalist and has written all her life. She has always 
loved fairy tales and fantasy, and as a child would make up games for her friends 
to play at school. Janine once entered a competition where the prize was a real-
life butler - which partly inspired the secret society of butlers in the Rose 

Raventhorpe Investigates series. Janine lives in Western Australia with her family. 
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Sally Gardner & David Roberts The Fairy Detective Agency: 
Operation Bunny  Orion 978-1510101142 

'Agatha Christie for kids' - the first in a detective agency series brimming with 
mystery and magic by million-copy selling author, Sally Gardner, and illustrated 
by bestselling artist, David Roberts. Emily Vole makes headline news in the first 
weeks of her life, when she is found in an abandoned hatbox in Stansted Airport. 
Then, only a few years later, her neighbour Mrs String dies leaving Emily a 
mysterious inheritance: an old shop, a small bunch of golden keys and a cat 
called Fidget. It's the beginning of an adventure of a lifetime as the old Wings 
and Co Detective Agency comes back to life. It is up to Emily to reopen the shop, 
and recall the fairies to duty. Together they must embark on their first mystery 
and do battle with their great enemy, Harpella. Includes Wings and Co detective 
case notes, character profiles and clues. 

Sally Gardner is an award-winning novelist who has sold over 2 million books in the UK and her work has 
been translated in to more than 22 languages. Her novel, ‘Maggot Moon’ (Hot Key Books 2012), won both 
the Costa Children’s Book Prize and the Carnegie Medal 2013.  

Sally is the daughter of two lawyers, raised in Birmingham. She has severe dyslexia, diagnosed at 12 and 
didn't learn to read until she was 14. But she did very well in art college and then in drama college, and 
worked as a theatre set designer before turning to illustration and writing. She lives in London.  

 

Dave Shelton  Good Dog Bad Dog: Double Identity  David 
Fickling 978-1910989005 

Muttropolis is movie central, and there's been a killing in Collie-wood. This calls 
for Kirg Bergman and Duncan McBoo, the craftiest cops around! The city is full 
of mean mongrels who are determined to stop them sniffing out the truth. But 
they haven't reckoned with the finest milkshake-fuelled minds in the force! 
Criminals beware: Bergman and McBoo are on your tail! 

Dave Shelton was born and raised in Leicester (more or less) and educated at 
Loughborough, Cambridge and Brighton. He now lives and works in Cambridge. 
He has been drawing and colouring in professionally since 1990 and, as yet, has 
not starved to death as a result. Dave believes that there is no time of the day 
or night when it is inappropriate to take a bath or to eat breakfast. He likes 

crosswords, comics and cricket and has never owned a dog. Do not, under any circumstances, allow him to 
talk to you about pens. 

 

Tom Angleberger  & Cece Bell Inspector Flytrap  Abrams 978-
1419709654 

Welcome to Inspector Flytraps Detective Agency, home to the world-renowned 
solver of BIG DEAL mysteries. Inspector Flytrap, a Venus flytrap, works tirelessly 
with his assistant Nina the Goat, a goat, on his community’s unsolved cases. 
There’s no case too big, but there are definitely cases too small for this 
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endearingly self-important plant detective. On his first caper, Inspector Flytrap heads to the Art Museums 
Secret Lab, to discover what important message lies in a mysterious glob on a recently discovered da Vinci 
flower painting. The ingenious solution: da Vinci was allergic to flowers, and the glob is, er, evidence of that 
ancient sneeze.  

Tom Angleberger is the bestselling author of the Origami Yoda series. He is also the author of HORTON 
HALFPOTT and FAKE MUSTACHE. He is married to author-illustrator Cece Bell and lives in Christiansburg, 
Virginia. 

Cece Bell lives in an old church in Virginia and works in a new-ish barn right next door. She grew up in Salem, 
Viriginia and met her husband, writer Tom Angleberger, at the College of William and Mary, where they 
were both art majors. Cece went on to get a graduate degree in illustration and design at Kent State 
University. She has worked as a freelance illustrator for all kinds of nutty projects, but is now a full-time 
author and illustrator.  

 

Mark Powers & Tim Wesson  Spy Toys  Bloomsbury 978-
1408870860  

The world's leading toy manufacturer makes playthings for the rich and 
famous, and every toy they create contains a tiny computerised brain and a 
unique personality. These toys are seriously awesome! But every so often 
there's a faulty toy ... 

Dan is a Snugaliffic Cuddlestar bear - he should be perfect for hugging. But 
because of a faulty chip, Dan is so strong he could crush a car! Thrown on to 
the rejects pile, he meets Arabella, a Loadsasmiles Sunshine Doll, who has 
a very short temper and is absolutely NOT good with children. Soon Dan, 
Arabella and Flax (a custom-made police robot rabbit gone AWOL) are 
recruited by the mysterious Auntie Roz, and together they make up THE SPY 
TOYS. 

Their first mission: to protect the prime minister's son from being kidnapped...! 

Why not design your own spy toy?! 

Mark Powers has been making up ridiculous stories since primary school and is slightly shocked to find that 
people now pay him to do it. As a child he always daydreamed that his teddy bear went off on top secret 
missions when he was at school, so a team of toys recruited as spies seemed a great idea for a story. He 
grew up in north Wales and now lives in Manchester. His favourite animals are the binturong, the aye-aye 
and the dodo. 

Tim Wesson was born somewhere in England. As a young boy he enjoyed climbing trees and drawing 
pictures of dogs in cars. Eventually he became an illustrator who creates children's books. Tim doodles and 
paints whenever he can and likes to draw the first thing that pops into his head. He lives by the sea in Suffolk 
with his family. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://origamiyoda.wordpress.com/
http://www.wm.edu/as/arthistory/index.php
http://vcd.kent.edu/
http://vcd.kent.edu/
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Guy Bass & Lee Robinson Spynosaur  Stripes 978-1847157164 

Top spy-entists put the mind of a secret agent inside the body of a dinosaur to 
create the first ever Super Secret Agent Dinosaur. His codename: Spynosaur. 
Together with his daughter Amber, this prehistoric hero protects the world 
from villainy. When Department 6 learn that all-round bad egg-head and 
criminal mastermind Ergo Ego has created a super-secret weapon known only 
as the McGuffin, there’s only one person for the job… Can Spynosaur find this 
weapon of mass mischief and put a stop to Ego’s nefarious plans - preferably 
without blowing everything up…?  

Guy Bass is an award-winning children's book author. His book series include 
Stitch Head, The Legend of Frog, Dinkin Dings, Atomic! and Monster Madness / 
Monster Mayhem. He won a Blue Peter Book Award in 2010 for Dinkin Dings 
and the Frightening Things and has twice won the Portsmouth Book award. 

 
First published in 2008, Guy’s books have since been translated into more than ten languages. He has also 
written plays for both adults and children. Guy has previously been a theatre producer, actor and illustrator. 
His current illustration work includes The Munglers Trumps cards, a library-based reading incentive project. 
 
Guy lives in London with his wife and no dog – yet. 

Lee Robinson was brought up in Hexham in 1986 where he still lives now. As a child he can remember being 
inspired by Quentin Blake's work, who of course most famously illustrated the Roald Dahl book selection. He 
studied animation at Newcastle College. His ideas are normally generated when walking his dog in the 
woods however he enjoys visiting London's busy atmosphere. When working he prefers the radio, 5 live 
mostly. Or movie soundtracks. How to Train Your Dragon is his current favourite.   

 

Elizabeth Eulberg & Matt Robertson  The Great Shelby Holmes: 
Girl Detective  Bloomsbury  978-1408871478 

Shelby Holmes is not your average nine-year-old. For one, she happens to be the 
best detective her neighbourhood has ever seen, using her uncanny analytical 
mind and sassy attitude to solve crimes which stump even the police department. 

But when eleven-year-old John Watson moves in to her block of flats, Shelby finds 
a solution to the one puzzle that's eluded her up until now: friendship. 

This dynamic duo find themselves swept up in a dog-napping case that'll take both 
their talents to crack. 

Elizabeth Eulberg was born and raised in Wisconsin before heading off to college 
at Syracuse University and making a career in the New York City book biz. Now a 

full-time writer, she is the author of The Lonely Hearts Club, Prom & Prejudice, Take a Bow, Revenge of the 
Girl with the Great Personality, Better Off Friends, We Can Work it Out, and The Great Shelby Holmes. She 
lives outside of Manhattan with her three guitars, two keyboards, and one drumstick. 

Matt Robertson started painting as soon as he was old enough to pick up a paintbrush. Spurred on by his 
late father and older brother, he would continue to create weird and wonderful worlds and when he 
reached the age of 18 I set off to University where he studied illustration at the Cambridge School of Art.  It 
was here where his love for picture books grew.  

http://www.advocate-art.com/@lee-robinson
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In 2014 he won the Lara Jones award for 'Blankets' and also won second prize in the Macmillan Book Prize 
for the same book. His first picture book, Super Stan  published by Orchard Books April 2016, was nominated 
for the Waterstones Book Prize 2017. 

 

 

Gareth P. Jones  The Thornthwaite Betrayal  Piccadilly Press 
978-1848125797 

After a lifetime of plotting each other's demise, orphan twins Lorelli and Ovid 
Thornthwaite have reached an uneasy truce. No longer trying to kill each other, 
they are living a quieter life in the remains of the burnt-out Thornthwaite Manor. 
It's not long, though, before some peculiar 'near accidents' begin to take place and 
the twins begin to wonder - is someone else trying to bump them off?  
 
Could it be the oddball builder Dragos, or Beaufort Nouveau, the twins' triple 
Michelin-starred chef? What would old Tom the gardener have to gain from the 
deaths of Lorelli and Ovid? Or stinking rich Uncle Harry, who claims to be the 
twins' long-lost uncle on their mother's side? As the number of near fatal 

'accidents' ramp up, it becomes clear that there are some dreadful forces at work - but just who is behind 
the Thornthwaite betrayal? 

Gareth Phillips Jones was born 30th December, 1973 in the semi-mythical city of Birmingham. The first story 
he ever wrote was inspired by true events and was about a miscarriage of justice in which a boy called 
Gareth got told off for talking in class. This did not get published. When he was a bit older he wrote other 
things that did not get published. 

He worked for a bit in TV, then, one day, a nice lady called Sarah kindly agreed to publish something he had 
written. This was The Dragon Detective Agency. Since then he has written various books in various genres.  

Gareth now spends most of his time writing books, visiting schools and performing at festivals with his 
ukulele (every book he writes has a theme song). He also still dabbles in TV from time to time. 

When he’s not doing these things he can be found hanging out with his wife and children or playing the 
slightly ludicrous number of stringed instruments in his front room. 

 

Kara LaReau & Jen Hill  The Unintentional Adventures of the 
Bland Sisters: The Booty Myth  Amulet Books 978-1419721366 

In the spirit of A Series of Unfortunate Events and the Incorrigible Children of 
Ashton Place series, The Unintentional Adventures of the Bland Sisters will 
captivate middle-grade readers looking for humour, hijinks, and a swashbuckling 
good time. Meet Jaundice and Kale Bland, two sisters who avoid excitement at any 
cost. Together, they patiently await the return of their parents, who left on an 
errand years ago and have never returned. 
  
One day, the Bland sisters are kidnapped by an all-female band of pirates. They’re 
unwillingly swept into a high-seas romp that might just lead to solving the mystery 

of what happened to their parents. With whimsical illustrations and Roald Dahl–esque wit, The Unintentional 
Adventures of the Bland Sisters is the visually stunning, laugh-out-loud funny start to a new series for readers 
who are looking for an anything-but-bland adventure.  

Can you imagine what it would be like to be kidnapped by pirates? How would you escape? 
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Kara LaReau was born and raised in Connecticut. After receiving her Master of Fine Arts degree in Writing, 
Literature, and Publishing from Emerson College in Boston, Massachusetts, she worked as an editor at 
Candlewick Press and at Scholastic Press. She lives in Providence, Rhode Island with her husband, son and 
cat. 

Jen Hill is a graduate from the Rhode Island School of Design, where she studied children's book illustration 
with David Macaulay and Judy Sue Goodwin-Sturges. You can find her in Brooklyn, NY, where she's either 
doodling away at her studio in the Pencil Factory, or at home in Cobble Hill with her husband and her cat. 

 

Nick Mohammed  The Young Magicians and the Thieve’s 
Almanac  Puffin  978-0141376998 

On a London street, four unlikely friends stand before the astonishingly ordinary-
looking blue door of the Magic Circle . . . 

Alex doesn't say much, and once jumped when handed a satsuma, but, wow, is he 
amazing with a deck of cards. 
Zack is undoubtedly one of the best pickpockets in the country (but always puts 
things back). 
Sophie once convinced her Brown Owl that all the other Brownies were jellyfish 
thanks to her nifty hypnosis skills - and then never returned. 
Jonny - who is quite possibly the tallest boy in the universe - mixes science and 

magic with spectacular consequences (mostly explosions). 

Join these young magicians as they step inside the world-famous conjuring club in an adventure that may or 
may not involve the search for a secret book, a set of impossible crimes and . . . oh, yes - a flock of very 
confused pigeons. 

Nick Mohammed has been a member of Bradford Magic Circle for 18 years and in 2012 was made an 
Associate of the Inner Magic Circle. He is also a rising star in the comedy world, and increasingly in demand 
as an actor and comedian. He is Mr Love in HANK ZIPZER on CBBC and also appeared as Casper in 
ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS: THE MOVIE as Tim Grimes in THE MARTIAN and as Ariyaratna in BRIDGET JONES'S 
BABY. 

 

Harriet Whitehorn & Becka Moor Violet and the Pearl of the 
Orient Simon & Schuster  978-1471118951 

Meet Violet Remy-Robinson, an amateur Sherlock Holmes in the making... 
When a new family move in next door, Violet is sure there's something strange 
about them. Then her eccentric, but lovely neighbour, Dee Dee Derota, has a 
precious jewel stolen. Could the new family be to blame? Violet is on the case to 
uncover the truth… 

Harriet Whitehorn grew up in London, where she still lives with her husband and 
three daughters. She has studied at Reading University, the Architectural 
Association and The Victoria and Albert Museum and has always worked in 

building conservation. She currently works for English Heritage. Violet and the Pearl of the Orient was her 
first children's book and the first in a series, followed by Violet and the Hidden Treasure and Violet and the 
Smugglers. 

Becka Moor grew up in Manchester where she still lives, above a little café in her home office filled with 
inspiration and coffee stains.  
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She graduated in 2012 with an honours degree in illustration for Children’s Publishing from Glyndwr 
University in North Wales. It was there that her passion for children’s books really took flight. 

Becka has always been fascinated by the way illustration and narrative work together, and she loves working 
with a new text, figuring out how to make the most of a humorous situation for example, and exploring 
different character ideas.  
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Warm Up Activities 

Here are a few shorter activities to get your group thinking and talking  

 

Word Search 

Here are some words that you might find in a mystery or detective story. Look for the words in the 
squares below - across, down and diagonally and even backwards! Do you know what all the words 
mean? The answers are at the end of this pack. 

 

SUSPECT   CRIME   INVESTIGATION 

MYSTERY   INTERROGATION CLUE 

AGENT   PERPETRATOR   

 

F A L E L R Q  A T U K P L S E G 

O G I X S N M B C Z A S F Q G I 
S E F N V U T Y Q W R U I U P N 

Z N C B T N R C Z A D P J O C V 
A T E D R E O P K E Z Y C B L E 

I N T P T A R E Y T C E P S U S 

J N K S I O F R Z X R A M U E T 
H A Y R H D G P O N I P G V K I 

U M Q B A Z E E W G A R E U X G 
C I L R M G N T V C A L E G O A 

K N K A E C L R M E Y T P T D T 

B A L F Z K A E F S C R I M E I 
V E B D A T O T B G A S N O T O 

Q E S E N H L O G D G Z C E N N 
Z C E U H O N R Y K Y N J I T L 

W F I D E R Q A F G I Z C R G E 
S K R E H R L I N G T E S T I K 
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Who am I? 

The Animal Agents are all mixed up. Match the character to the correct description. 

 

Description Character 

We make a charming duo. Not many criminals 
can slither out of our grip!   

Daisy the rabbit 

I have a nose for trouble. I may not be the fastest 
animal on four paws but I can sniff out clues in 
double-quick time.  

Bernice the bear 

I can dart about at super speed in my turbo-
charged chair, so I’m always tops at keeping tabs 
on any suspects.  

Slip and Slide the snake twins 

I head up the Animal Agency. I’m super smart 
and tough on crime but I’ll always make time for 
a honey break! 

Bart the bloodhound 
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Longer Activities 

Code spy game 

Use this code to get the kids in your group working like spies.  

A  J % S & 

B $ K < T = 

C * L # U [ 

D + M ; V . 

E @ N ~ W - 

F , O ! X ) 

G ? P ^ Y  

H / Q } Z “ 

I £ R :   

 

Can you work out these book titles? 

1. =/@ *= £~ =/@ /= 
2. ; =£#+ 
3. +£: ! ,  -£;^ <£+ 
4. /!::£+ /@~: 
5. =/@ -!:&= -£=*/ 
6.  $@: *##@+ ^++£~?=!~ 
7. ? ~?&= ? : ~~ 
8. *#!.@: ;!! ~ 
9. &=!:;$:@<@: 
10. ~![?/=& ~+ *:!&&@& 

Why not have a go at creating your own secret messages, or even your very own secret code? 

 

 

The Scene of the Crime 

There are three scenes in this year’s Summer Reading Challenge where The Animal Agents look for 
clues, a wall outside the library, the library café and the library itself. Think of your own scene 
where a crime could take place. It could be somewhere in your school, a local park or maybe the 
shopping centre. You could draw a picture of it or describe it in words. Make sure you include lots 
of detail. Details make good clues! If you are writing about it, imagine you are the detective. What 
would you observe? What clues would you discover? Are there suspects at the scene? How do you 
find out who the criminal is? 
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Interviewing a suspect 

Detectives must be good at interviewing their suspects if they want to solve a case. Split your group 
up into pairs and get them to interview each other, writing notes down to record each other’s 
answers. You might like to give them some unusual questions to ask their partner such as the 
following: 

 

1. If someone gave you £1000 to spend, what would you buy? 
2. If you were an animal, what animal would you be? 
3. What do you want to be when you grow up? 
4. What is your most treasured possession? 
5. If you could have any super power, what would it be? 
6. What is one food you don’t like/can’t stand? 
7. What is your worst habit?  
8. What was the last book you read? 
9. Who is your role model? 
10. What is your favourite ice cream flavour? 

 

Put all the answers in a box and pick them out one by one. Read the answers and get the group to 
try to guess whose answers are whose.  

 

 

Detective Ears 

You will need lots of books for this activity. Once you have selected some children’s books, you will 
need to choose an extract that you will read aloud. You can get your group involved in this too by 
asking them to find a book they have enjoyed reading and choose an extract. If they find it difficult 
to choose an extract, they could just read the first page or two. 

 

The rest of the group should not see which books the extracts are from. You could cover the books 
with paper or photocopy the extracts from the books.  

 

Get the group to listen carefully to the extract as it is being read aloud. Have a discussion about it 
afterwards and ask the following questions: 

 

What type of book is it – funny, scary, serious, sweet? 

Where is the story set – in the past, in a fantasy world, in a world like ours? 

What are the characters like – animals, kids, monsters or fairies? 
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Does it make you want to hear more? 

Can you guess the book or the author? 
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Answers 

 

Word search 

 

F A L E L R Q  A T U K P L S E G 

O G I X S N M B C Z A S F Q G I 

S E F N V U T Y Q W R U I U P N 
Z N C B T N R C Z A D P J O C V 

A T E D R E O P K E Z Y C B L E 
I N T P T A R E Y T C E P S U S 

J N K S I O F R Z X R A M U E T 

H A Y R H D G P O N I P G V K I 
U M Q B A Z E E W G A R E U X G 

C I L R M G N T V C A L E G O A 
K N K A E C L R M E Y T P T D T 

B A L F Z K A E F S C R I M E I 
V E B D A T O T B G A S N O T O 

Q E S E N H L O G D G Z C E N N 

Z C E U H O N R Y K Y N J I T L 
W F I D E R Q A F G I Z C R G E 

S K R E H R L I N G T E S T I K 
 
 

Who am I? 

Description Character 

We make a charming duo. Not many criminals 
can slither out of our grip!   

Slip and Slide the snake twins 

I have a nose for trouble. I may not be the fastest 
animal on four paws but I can sniff out clues in 
double-quick time.  

Bart the bloodhound 

I can dart about at super speed in my turbo-
charged chair, so I’m always tops at keeping tabs 
on any suspects.  

Daisy the rabbit 

I head up the Animal Agency. I’m super smart 
and tough on crime but I’ll always make time for 
a honey break! 

Bernice the bear 
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1. Cat in the Hat 
2. Matilda  
3. Diary of a Wimpy Kid 
4. Horrid Henry 
5. The Worst Witch 
6. A Bear Called Paddington 
7. Gangsta Granny 
8. Clover Moon 
9. Stormbreaker 
10.  Noughts and Crosses 

 

 

 


